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Weat her Forecast 

Ee te
t 
by Le Tien 
Associate Editor 
The Senate elections are over, and the votes have been tallied. The turnout was relatively low as only 
16% of the Freshmen class voted, while the Sophomore and Junior Class had turnouts of28% and 25% 
respectively. Here are the newly elected senators for the 1998-99 school year. 
Sophomore Senators 
(106 votes out ofa 
possihle 647) 
• Randy Rossi, 90% 
• Lauren Palizzolo, 87% 
• Brian Ganger, 80% 
• Lisa Waynelovich, 69% 
• Lindsey Haven, 61 % 
• Seth Brickman, 61 % 
Junior Senators 
(141 votes out of528) 
• Tim Bertrand, 73 % 
• Brian McCarthy, 73% 
• Shawn Beal, 57% 
• Jaime Before, 55% 
• Amy Thistl-e, 43% 
• Joe Gallant, 38% 
Senior Senators 
(133 votes out of 529) 
• Matt Montour 90% 
• Brian Wi 11 insky, 74% 
• Rob Blain, 73% 
• Stephanie Savage, 59% 
• Kevin Bounagario, 44% 
• Kristin Swiderski, 37% 
by Le Tien 
Associate Editor 
Over 300 Bryant students, 
faculty and administrators came 
together to honor the work of this 
year's clubs, organizations and 
student leaders in the 9th Annual 
Leadership Banquet. 
The event, sponsored by the 
Office of Student Activities, 
opened the night with a few words 
from Vice-President of Student 
Affam, Tom Eakins, congratulat­
ing the srudent leaders for a job 
well done. 
Following dinner, the students 
who participated in this year's 
Leadership Track were honored 
with an award. A short video 
presentation by the Alpha Class­
the flrst graduating class from the 
Leadership Track- was the next 
Fran Doehner, 
Student Body 
.. ident, and 
pony 
a cepted the 
award for the 
Orgam=ation of 
the fear urmg 
the Le dership 
Banquet. 
item on the schedule. The video 
was well made, however, the 
sOWld did not come through 
because of a slight technical 
errOT. 
The night reached its high points 
with the presentation of this 
year's awards. The first award 
energized the crowd as the Sports 
Club the Year Award was pre­
sented to the Women's Rugby 
Team. 
The event ended with the 
presentation of the Student 
Leader of the Year Award to 
Senior Harold Peacock. After 
real izing he had won, Peacock 
finally took the stage to a standing 
ovation. Winning the award also 
meant Peacock took home the 
Bryant Rocking Chair, the annual 
gift to the Student Leader of the 
Year. 
Sc e 
by Kerr; St. Jacques 
Staff Writer 
The annual Bryant College 
Spring Weekend begins on 
Thursday night, April 23 and 
concludes Sunday, April 26th• All 
Bryant College students can 
participate in all but three events 
for free. Bryant College 
students are allowed to have only 
one guest on campus.. That guest 
must have a wristband. Wri st­
bands can be purchased for $8 at 
the Student Programming Board 
Ticket W'ndow on the third floor 
of the Bryant Center. Wristbands 
went on sale Apri l 13th and 
continue to be on sale until April 
23rd• One can purchase a 
wristband from 12-3pm and 8­
I I pm at the Ticket Window. 
Spring Weekend '98 T-shirts will 
be on sale at the Ticket Window 
and all during the Spring 
Weekend events. The purchase 
of a Spring Weekend sh irt will 
be $8. 
The weekend starts off with 
Dan Hom, a ventriloquist, on 
Thursday, April2ydat 8pm in 
Salmanson Dining Hal l. Dan 
Hom was chosen from the 
National Associat ion of Campus 
Activities (NACA) from 1997. 
The events on Friday, April 
24th start at 5· 7pm with a festive 
meal at Salmanson Dining Hall 
with "Paul Plays it AI I." This 
performer is an interactive 
performer that plays differ nt 
instrumen ts and use audience 
participation. from 10:00 p.m.­
midnight. there will be late night 
entertainment with food and a 
Beer Garden in Salmanson 
Dining Hall. The entert inrnent 
will consist of Dan LaRosa a 
hypnotist and Craig arges an 
illusionist. who was awarded the 
ACA entertainer of the year 
award for ) 997. 
Saturday, April 25th will start 
with field events that run from 
) 2-6pm. The fie ld events are 
Novelties and Inflatable such as 
a 24' Rockwall, Bouncy Boxing, 
Highball (l ike the air voJleyball 
from last year), Swno Wrestling, 
Photo Slide Viewers. Temporary 
Taa oos, and Human Bowling. 
There will also be bands per­
forming between 12-6pm 
including Rustic Overtones, 
Itchy Fish, I-Tones, and Good 
Homes. There will also be a 
" Battle of the Bands" contest. 
During the entertaimnent 
throughout the day, ARAMARK 
will host a BBQ, Beer Garden, 
and there will be vendors around. 
For the evening starting at 
6pm, GAMMA sponsors 
Bryant's Best for $1 admission 
in Papitto Dining Hal l. There 
will be pizza from ali of the 
pizza places around the campus 
area and the Bryant students get 
to vote on the best pizza. and it 
will be known as Bryant's Best. 
At 8pm, the Student Program­
ming Board ·s hosting the movie 
.. As ood It IS' tamn 
Jack Nicholson and Helen Hunt. 
There is $1 admission for the 
movie in lanikies Auditorium. 
At 9pm, BACCHUS is hosting 
a Pasta Pigout for $1 admission 
in South Dining Hall. Finally, to 
conclude the evening from 
IOpm- 1am there will be a Foam 
Party on the Bryant Center 
Patio. It will consist of a se lf­
contained " pit" foam Dance 
Pa.rty that resembles some foam 
parties at Spring Brea areas. 
The weekend ends on Sunday, 
April 261h with the final two 
airings of the SPB movie, "As 
Good as it Gets" airing at 
6:30pm and 9: ISpm. 
Spring Weekend should be a 
fun and eventfu l weekend. 
Melissa Frank the Maj or 
Weekends Chair and John 
Harwe ll , the Concerts and 
Mixers Chair of SPB worked 
hard along with all of the other 
members of SPB and the 
foll owing orga.l1izations that 
helped sponsor Spring Weekend: 
SPB, Senate, BOAC, ISO, 88.7 
WJMF, MSU, Commuter 
Connection, The Archway, The 
Ledger, Greek Li fe, BACCHUS, 
GAMMA, and the Sports Clubs. 
Volunteers are still needed for 
the weekend. Please contact 
Steven Lazarus, the President of 
SPB at x6 118 at the SPB office. 
You can also contact the SPB 
office with any other questions 
regarding Spring Weekend. 
U lltFor the next week and a half April I Jilt _ • the Bryant CoJlege 
commlUlity will be displayed in an array of color and design as f aculty. 
students. and staff ,ake part in disp laying lheir artwork in the Bryant 
Center. The exhibit promises to emphasize Bryant S cII/tllra! diversity as 
well as their ar,istic talent. The Art £ -chibit is coordinated by Jennifer 
Kloster and Lalu-a K.u-ins/cy. - by. 'athan Przysiecki.StajJ Writer 
at's ins· de the Archway 
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Voting process needs to be changed 

Editoral in are those who know the 
most people and have the 
The process frustrates 
even some of the candi­
their goals and views 
openly to the students. 
students they represent. 
One student's concern 
Let s get to the point. most friends. In all of this dates. One candidate has Trying to decide whom to may not be the concern of 
The voting process for what has become lost are said that an open debate vote for by reading their another. The only way to 
Student Senate at Bryant the issues. would be the best way to platfonns on a board right equally represent a class 
College is inadequate. Many of the candidates detennine the best person before casting your ballot is to hear from everyone 
Over the past few 
weeks many ofus have 
write their platfonns on 
weak issues or on issues 
. 
for the job. . The candidate 
too cites the fact that no 
is inappropriate. Remem­
ber that people can lie 
in the class. 
I have been approached 
strolled through the that they have no ability to issues are being tackled. If about what they want to do only once about what I 
Unistructure, the Bryant solve. Issues such as Flat- the candidates are frus­ just to get into Senate. feel Bryant needs to work 
Center, and the residence rate tuition for all four trated, shouldn't there be a While I hope this does not on. How can a candidate 
halls, we have been years are something that is change? occur, it would be better to thinks that he or she can 
bombarded with signs way over the head of the The ex cutive board of be able to ask questions to represent a class by 
and posters urging us to candidates. However, r do the Senate was also voted the candidate in person. listening to the certain 
vote someone into the admire the attempt at such this way. While there was This way we may be able clique they hang out with. 
Student Senate. While a high goal. It is so much no race for the presidency, to get past the slogans and Perhaps that is why a 
there is no problem with better than the usual 'I the office of vice-president see if this person is worthy very low number of 
pUblicitY or advertising, want to get everyone in my had three candidates. If Since the election pro- students voted this year. 
the problem is how many class involved in activi- Senate is to be responsible cess takes over a month to Around 25% of the 
of us really know any of 
these candidates. 
The voting process has 
turned into a popularity 
contest. The issues take a 
ties" or the world famous 
"Let me be your voice". 
Someone needs to talk 
about the issues that they 
can handle and not hide 
for the welfare of the 
students, the students 
should have the right to 
detennine who is the best 
choice. 
complete there is ample 
time for a debate. Ianikes 
would be the perfect place 
to gather students for such 
a forum. at only should 
juniors voted, sopho­
mores about the same, 
and only 160/0 of fresh­
men voted. Although it is 
dissappo inting, it is 
backseat to whoever is 
the most popular person. 
More than likely the 
pe pIe who will be voted 
behind catchy slogans or 
far-fetched goals. The fact 
that one can rhyme does 
not mean one can lead. 
What is needed to rem­
edy the situation would be 
a debate where all the 
candidates can discuss 
the candidates be able to 
voice their thoughts, but 
they should also have a 
chance to listen to the 
expected when the candi­
dates do no make an 
effort to change voter 
attitudes. 
"Make a Wish" ate dou 
Dear Editor, 
Each year, the Student President's Advisory Council, also known as SPAC, consisting ofpresidents ofall Bryant student organizations, comes together to 
sponsor a child in the Make A Wish" campaign. This year it was Kaisey, a 4-year old girl who suffers from retino blastoma, and her wish was to be able to visit 
Disney World with her parenls and brother. In order for us to help make this wish become a reality, we initiated the "Wish Upon A Star" Cam aign in which dona­
tions amounting to $335 were collected from students. faculty, and staff. 
In addition, the Third Annual Pie Auction was held in the Rotunda on Wednesday, April I SI . This event was sponsored by the Student Presidents Advisory 
Council, the Office ofStudent Activities, and the Office of Residence Life. Over 25 brave individuals generously volunteered to have pies thrown in their faces for a 
great cause. Highlights of the event included Ken Turbin from the Office ofAdmissions, who raised $80, Mary hlice Conlon from the D~velopment office who 
received $85 in donations Professor Doug Levin, who brought i $90, and President Ronald K. Machtley, who raised an overwhelming $185! 
SPAC would like to acknowledge and thank Paula Iacono, Bryant's representative to "Make A Wish' ofRhode lsland Darrell Claiborne, our enthusiastic 
auctioneer. Lori Harrison from the Office ofResidence Life for helping to coordinate the event, Bill Petti ofARArnark for his dQf)ation of the pies, and to Physical 
Plant for their help in the set-up and clean up efforts. We \ ere oven: helmed with the success of this year's record-breaking Pie Auction and the overall campaign, 
and are grateful to all ofyou for opening up your hearts and contributing to this young girl's special dream . 
At the Recognition '98 Banquet \ e had the hon r of presenting Alicia Cipriano Chapter Coordinator of"MakeA Wish" of Rhode Island. with Bryant 
College's check in the amount ofS1,500. 
Our special thanks go out to the following Pie Auction participants: 
Rebecca Robertson Matt Davies 
TbeArchway StaffDamian Turco Ronald K. Machtley 
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'1\wards~awards~F~" 
some people. that, ,- , 
, whY they work. so 
hard, and for ~thers it, i~just. a : 
piece ofpaper; H~we~er., the' ..:' 
importance ofawMds can not '. 
. " ,$9 " ' -< 
some for the oiganizationand 
individuals alike. First and 
foremost.. as a leader • I hayc 
come' to realize that re<:ogniz~ 
jog your ctrwOlkers and the 
people ucdery~ can build 
morale for yourcompany A'" 
litLJe"lhaUk YO\r~ and.there 
Dear Editor 
, .:: 	 iluhe eyes of manY, .w.e are one 
of the most powerfuJ sources of 
infoImatio~ and opinionS.'Do . 
notundere~t.unate the value of 
Plans for the Special Olympics are going ery w II. ings are starting to fall into place, The (heme for the game j, "Go the D is an e" by M 
The Special Olymp ics is sponsoring Parentes Nights on Tuesday, April 2 1 and Tuesday, April 28 . Please come an d support the game . 
our interviews. The campus 
would not know about the works 
ofTom Chandler or the hwnble­
ness of Student Leader of the 
Year) Harold Peacock. 
The paper was also supportive 
all many other organizations on 
campUs this year. We were 
~y sponsors for the ISO UN 
Festivals, as well as spOnsors fo 
.the upcoming Spring Weekend. 
Our small staff size limits our 
ability to cover everything, but 
the events that we covered as 
certainly helped other organiza­
tions. We have also included the 
works of the Learning and 
Writing Center in our paper 
(ThToughSmoke Glass), and 
provided Senate. MSU~ and 
Greek. Life with inserts. 
It is easy to question if this 
organization, but when you step 
into our shoes. you will realize 
tat it is not that easy to put a 
paper together, and a quality 
pape:rat that Trust me, I have 
. seen papers from other school 

. similar in size to Bryant. and 

, they do not compare with The 
ArcJnvay. We have accompJishe 
a great deal this year, and OUT 
future look extremely bright, as 
the new Editor stated in last 
isslle's editorial. This is all due 
in part to the hard of our staff­
and for that they should be 
recognized. 
' ha I Bohon. 
We are st ill looking for people to volunteer the day of the games. Anyone who has not yet fi lled out an applicati on fonn, please contact Ang Ia at extension 4865 or Kerry at 
extension 8065 . 
The fo llowing is a list of the Northern Rhode Is land Special Olympics Games Management Team of Bryant. 
GAMES DIRECTOR: 
ASSIST ANT DIRECTORS 
STUDENT SENATE L1ASON 
PUBLIC RELAnONS 
Q.CORE DIRECTORS; 
MEDINPUBLlCJTY CHAfR: 
PHOTOGRAPHYISIGNAGE CHAIR: 
PROGRAM CO-CHAlRS: 
SPECIAL EVENTS 
C(}'cORE DIRECTORS: 
WARDS CHAIR: 
CEREMO rES co.cHAIRS: 
OOK.QUT CHAIR: 
DEMOIENTERT. CHAIR: 
FAMILY HAIR: 
Co.oLYMPIC TOWN CO-CHA1RS: 
FUNDRAISING 

CO-CORE DIRECTORS: 

CH lRS: 

DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES 

CORE DIRECTOR ' 

COMPUTER CHAIR. 

GAMES EVALUATION CHAIR: 

REGISTRATION HAIR. 

VOLUNTEERS Co.CH RS 

C RDfNATrNG SERVICE 
ORE DIRECTOR: 
COMMUNICATION CHAIR 
Lauren Gular 
Jill K koszka 
leveT lIy 
haundr3 Br.mlRler 
Daniell Tara.ntino 
Deanna Man:band 
Jennifer Plourde 
Jose Pillich 
Keny Dclude 
Christine Aqu iUno 
Margarita KonlOS 
Robin Fratus 
Ramsey Augustadt 
John Donelan 
Megan Anderson 
Heather Patsfield 
U ur:l NUll 
Hroiller Saltl 
Kevin Minassian 
Seeu Johnson 
John CbaJ:llon 
Kristin Hanc 
Brad Weissman 
Sarob Clancy 
Brod Wei man 
Tracie Bourgeois 
Angela Farrar 
Ke~ Bergeron 
P"dfTlcla Thompson 
Nicole JO\ce 
The May 1 st issue 

o the Archway 
will be the last one 
oft e year. All 
submmissions are 
due on Tuesday 
Apri128t at 
4:00pm on the 3rd 
EQUIPMENT CHAIR: Dmld pldic 
MEnI AL HAIR: Trot:' Caprio 
T K FOR E CHAIR Deanna Marchand floor of the Bryant 
RULES Al'ID 1PETlTION To\ Blrke·HlIuc~n 
Co. RE DIRECfORS \\ cndj P..tlmcr 
TRI HAIRS IcphaniC Krart 
Todd Bernstein 
hkc Roblsh,l\\ Center 
PUBLI S A FETY 
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By Alison Pope 
Students-For-A-SaJer Campus 
(SSe) 
student heard g lass break ing in 
the area and noticed a suspect 
leaving the area right after the 
9 for a fi re a lann. The residue 
from an expelled fife ext in­
guisher along with the p in for the 
417198 - After observ ing 
suspicious activities, a DPS 
offi cer stopped a resident 
on the passenger 's si de. Thi s 
incident is under furthe r 
investigation. 
incident. HVAC was called to ext inguisher were d iscovered student who was hanging around 
Drug Violation 
3/29/98 - A DPS officer was 
dispatched to a residence hall 
for a lockout. Upon anival the 
officer identified the student 
patch the window and campus 
charges were fil ed. 
Simple Assau lt 
4/2/98 - While on rout ine 
inside suite 440. 
The RA who was on the scene 
said no suspects were noticed. 
DPS will continue an investiga­
tion. 
a part icular veh icle where two 
12 pack cases of beer were 
retrieved from the trunk area of 
the vehicle . It was determined 
the student was Wlder the legal 
Fire Alann 
4/ 12198 - Two officers were 
di spatched to Residence Hall 14 
for a reported fire al arm . 
Someone placed a smoke bomb 
who allowed the officer into patrol a DPS officer was drinking age. All alcohol was on the floo r of the lobby. An 
their hall room. The officer approached by a student who Fire Alarm destroyed and charges fil ed with officer opened the doors and 
observed two marij uana smoking 
pipes in p lain view on the coffee 
table. The student was advised to 
stated that an assault took place 
on 3/27/98. The srudent said 
that they di dn 't report the 
4/5/9 8 - While on routie patrol, 
a DPS officer was dispatched to 
G-B lock for a fire alarm. Upon 
the Co liege. 
Theft 
anempted to reset the a lann but 
was unsuccessfu l due to all the 
smoke. Smith field Fire Depart­
nUll over any add itiona l item 
and/or narcotics. Two more 
pipes were retrieved from Wlder 
incident on the 27th because 
they bel ieved it had already been 
reported. A suspect was identi­
arrival there was no sign of 
smoke or fire. A check was 
made of the individua l 
4/8/98 - A student came into 
the DPS office to file a report 
concerning the theft of a brand 
ment was called in and set up an 
exhaust fan to remove the smoke 
from the bu iId ing. 
the couch and turned over to the fied and charges filed with the townhouses and an activated new pair of pants which were 
officer. All items turned over to 
DPS were seized as evidence. 
Charges were filed with the 
College. 
campus. 
Vandalism 
4/3/98 - A student reported to 
DPS that a large group was 
smoke detector was found in 
Townhouse 0 - 1. The cause of 
the a lann is unknown. 
Vandalism 
stolen from their room. The 
student stated that the room was 
left open for the campus 
electrician to repair a phone 
cord. At the time the student left 
Summary of Even ts: 3129/98 ­
4/12/98 
Alcohol - 5 
Assault - I 
Vandalism 
3/29/98 - While on foot patrol 
of the Senior Townhouses, a 
student in formed a DPS officer 
that a window in their bedroom 
was broken while away over the 
weekend . It appears that 
someone threw a rock at window 
outside their townhouse. Three 
screens were taken down from 
the rear of the townhouse and 
individuals banged on he 
townhouse door. 
Vandal ism 
4/3/98 - Wh ile on routine 
4/5/98 - A DPS officer was 
dispatched to a townhouse for a 
vandalism report . The officer 
noticed a broken front window in 
one of the un .its. The window 
appears to have been broken by a 
small rock frOI11 outside. T here 
are no suspects. HVAC was 
the area. The value of the pants 
is $50.00. They are yellow in 
color with name brand 
Abercrombie Fitch. An investi­
gation is underway. 
Fire Alarm 
4/9/98 - A DPS o fficer was 
Drug - 2 
EMT ca ll - 9 
Fi re Ala rm - 6 
In formational - 5 
Harassmen t - I 
Key or Lock R ela ted - I 
Student C onduct Violat ion 
2 
from outside. The student has no 
idea who might have commited 
this act of vandalism. 
patro l a DPS officer received a 
report from a student that the 
lower maintenance field was 
vandalized by a vehicle. Grass 
called to fix the w indow. The 
cost of repair is $ 187.00. 
Alcohol ViolationlStudent 
Conduct Violation 
dispatched to Hall 12 for a ftre 
a larm. Upon arrival the officer 
was met by workers from the 
housekeeping department who 
Theft - 4 
Vandalism - 6 
Vehicle Boot - I 
Vehicle Tow - I 
Srudent Conduct Violation 
3/29/98 - A DPS officer 
spotted someone throwirlg 
fireworks from a hall window. 
The officer confiscated the 
fireworks from the student who 
admitted throw ing them out the 
window. Charges have been 
filed. 
Weapons Violation 
3130/98 - While on routine 
patrol, a DPS officer not iced 
several individuals in the lower 
maintenance field . The officer 
detected an odor of marij uana 
and proceeded to investigate 
funher. A knife was found on a 
student and turned in to DPS to 
be placed in the DPS evidence 
locker. The students were 
advised not to return to this area 
was tom up by a utility vehicle 
or jeep . The suspec t vehicle 
made large circular marks in (he 
grass leaving large divots in the 
groW1d. There's approximately 
75 x 75 feet worth of damage to 
this area. 
Pictures were taken of the 
damage and attached to the 
inc ident report . 
Alcohol Violation 
4/3/98 - While on routine 
patrol a DPS officer observed a 
student walking on the pathway 
in front of one of halls. This 
underage student was carry ing 
three 40 oz. borr les of Bud Light 
in a paper bag. The bottles of 
beer were opened and emptied in 
front of the srudent and charges 
were filed with the College. 
4/6/98 - Two o ffi cers were 
dispatched to a res idence hall 
for a disorderly conduct report. 
Upon arrival underage tudents 
were found to have alcohol in 
their possession. Campus 
charges were filed. 
Theft 
4/6/98 - An officer was 
dispatched to the pool area to 
take a theft report concern ing 
two miss ing shower heads from 
the men's locker room. Accord­
ing to the complainan t the 
shower heads were last seen at 
I :00 pm on the previous day. 
Theft 
4/6/98 - A student stopped at 
the ECS while leaving the 
campus from a night class to 
stated that dust raised from 
cleaning activ ities set o tT the 
smoke detec tor. Alarm was 
reset and unit cleared. 
Fire Alarm 
4/ 10/98 - An officer was 
dispatched to Hall 14 and 
noticed a discharged dry 
chemical extinguish ..r in the 
hallway. The dust from a 1arge 
quantity of discharged dry 
chemical was in the atmosphere 
all a long the areas of the hall way 
causing the smoke detector to 
go off. Smi th fi eld Fire Depan­
men t was called in to assess the 
damage. This maner is under 
investigation. There are no 
suspects. 
Drug Vio lation 
Weapo ns - 1 
The Public Safe ty Beat is 
sponsored in part by DPS and 
Students for-A-Safer Campus, in 
order to comply with the Fede ral 
Students Righ t-To-Know and 
Campus Securi £)' Act. 
DPS encourages the use of the ir 
escort service which is available 
24 hours a day to anyone upon 
request. Call 232-600 l. 
Persons who provide infonna­
tion leading to the apprehensi on 
of omeone who has malic iousl y 
initiated a ftre a larm or has 
m isused fire equipment are 
e ligible to receive a S 1 000 
reward. It is a fe lony to misuse 
fire equipment and the College 
will prosecute offenders. 
of the campus at night. 
were filed. 
Alcohol Violation 
Charges 
Alcoho l Violation 
4/5/98 - While on routine 
patrol a DPS officer was 
report that both the front and 
rear license plates were stolen 
from their vehicle. The ECS 
officer took down the plate 
411 0/98 - A student requested 
DPS assistance with a possible 
drug v iolation at one of the hall 
residences. Two students were 
Please do not park or operate 
vehicles on sidewalks or grass. 
DPS will enforce with c itations. 
3/3 ] 198 - lbree underage 
students were stopped at the 
ECS and found to have alcohol in 
their vehicle believed to have 
been purchased earlier from a 
local liquor store. All three 
were arrested and campus 
charges filed as well. 
Vandalism 
4/1/98 • While on routine 
patrol two DPS officers were 
dispatched to a residence hall 
for a report of vandalism. A 
approached by a student who was 
in possession of an open bottle 
of Corona Beer. The student 
who appeared to be intoxicated 
denied having any alcohol after 
anempting to hide it. After 
several attempts to get the 
student to comply, the student 
removed the bortle and disposed 
of its contents. Charges have 
been filed with [he College. 
Fire Alarm 
415198 • DPS responded to Hall 
number and filed a report. 
Fire Alarm 
4/7/98 - Two DPS officers were 
dispatched to Hall 15 for an 
activated flfe alann . Upon 
arrival the officers were met by 
a campus electrician and 
proceeded to look for the cause 
of the alann. The cause is 
unknown. The alann was reset. 
Alcohol Violation 
found to be in possession of 
marUuana and several pipes. 
Smithfield Police was contacted 
and both suspects arrested. 
Vandalism 
4/11/98 - A DPS officer was 
dispatched to a townhouse for a 
vandalism report. Upon arrival a 
student complainant proceeded 
to show the officer a broken 
window on their car. 
The damaged vehicle had a 
broken rear opera style window 
It is the policy of the Depart­
ment of Public Safety not to 
disclose infonnation regarding 
EMT calls to the general public . 
The Director of Public Safery, 
Mr. George Coronado. is 
available every Wednesday from 
12 :00 to I :00 p.m. in the Bryan t 
Certer Conference Room # I to 
dis~uss any issue with students. 
Mr. Coronado is a lso available at 
oth.er times by appointment. 
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Problem. When J decided to 
become part of the Archway 
staff one of my biggest fears 
was running out of material to 
write about halfway through the 
year. Writer's block is very 
common and highly frightening 
to people who submit anything 
written to a perio ical on a 
regular basis. I never imaged 
that I would suffer from 
verbosos maxirnus, a "clinical 
renn" for having too much to 
write about and not enougb 
space. After much contempla­
tion I decided to write this 
column about all of the remain­
ing topics that I wanted to 
utilize for an entire article. 
Good luck try ing to follow my 
thought process, because while 
a creative mind is a terrible 
thing to waste, it is not neces­
sarily coherent or even logical. 
Job. Seniors do you have 
one? . an.. do bUl many do 
no[, ryanl 's stron mphasi 
on aving ajo re ra a­
tion-is unfair and unrealis[lc 
because a graduate can fi nd a 
job during the summer or fa ll 
and survive. I honestly do not 
think that there is a high percent 
of seniors who graduate and 
become professional New York 
City (or Southern) cardboard 
box wanners. For those 
seniors who do have a job, 
congratulations! The job search 
is actually rather comical. Only 
on a resume can filing be 
equated to organizing vital 
corporate infonnation or 
buying pizza for a club be 
represented as allocating 
resources. Cover letters and 
thank you letters are often 
regurgitated duplicates from the 
September original; they offer a 
truly personal correspondence 
with the company. Interviews 
are often humorous because they 
are the only place where you will 
be asked, '(fyou could be any 
piece of fruit what would you be 
and why? Please use examples." 
But. if you want ajob you will 
learn to master the fruit ques­
tions along with all of the other 
traditional ones. 
Concerts. Have you ever 
waited in line for two to three 
hours for concert tickets to a big 
show? I think it is an experience 
almost as eventful as the actual 
concert. Without fail, tickets to 
the biggest concerts of the year 
go on sale on a Saturday morning 
forcing all of the hung-over 
aficionados to wake up at eight 
a.m. and stroll over to the local 
Ticketmaster outl et with their 
Dunkin' Donuts coffee and 
bagel. During the winter I have 
seen fans dunned in full ski suits, 
hars. gloves and blanke[s. Cars 
ar sometime 'ept runnin for 
hours i e fri n 
i . h lin and 
wannth. Fans that decided to 
camp out the night before 
sometimes u ili ze I 11 chair 
and sleeping bags. Although you 
can converse with the other 
concert attendees and have a 
jolly time while waiting, your 
placement in line is sacred. The 
unwritten law states that you 
cannot cut or be cut. This law, 
however, only applies when 
annbands are not in use. Some­
times people desiring tickets 
must attain plastic bracelets 
several days before the tickets 
go on sale. They have to wear 
the bracelet until they purchase 
their ticket, which, although 
inconvenient, always provides a 
conversational piece at work, 
school, or outings. Aficionados 
line up based on the selected 
lottery number and then wait and 
wait and pray for good seats at a 
concert that is usually four or 
five months away. Even though 
Bryant taught me about supply 
and demand] am still confused 
as to why the entire process is 
so lengthy and complex. 
Spring. The sun, budding trees, 
flowers , and wann weather are 
here- Hallelujah. Outdoor 
activities such as tennis, 
baseball, softball, rollerblading, 
frisbee throwing, walking. and 
running are all the rage. Profes­
sors begin to hold classes 
outdoors and everyone dreams 
about swnmer and the fun ahead. 
All of the students struggle ~ ith 
reading that psychology chapter 
or playing with friends in the 
spring sun. It is always a tough 
choice and students just have ro 
hope that their flTst few round of 
exams and papers went well in 
order to preserve the all-sac ed, 
resume important GPA. None-
he- '< .;on II 
i her halT outS! en. re en 
to do work during beautlful 
\ eekday afternoons. 
pace. \. 'ell, honestly 1 ha e 
none 1} article should be 
about 500 words and I have gone 
over that limit since my firs 
column. I am surpassing 700 
words with th is paragraph. 
Maybe they have support groups 
for writers with verbosos 
maximus. Let me know if you 
know of any. Thanks. Gorta run . 
Oops 734 words. 736. 
Looking For a Job this 

Summer 

Ifyou are going to be In the Rhode Island and Southern 
Massachusetts area and need ajob give me a call. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 
Painters 
Crew Chief 
Marketing Reps 
Make $6- $8 an hour. 
Call 232-8088 ask for Anthony 
• • • • ••••••• •• •••••• •••• • •••••• • • ••• 
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Sergei Khruschev speaks to Bryant c011;lmunity 

Russian scholar Sergei Khruschev spoke to the Bryant Community on Thursday April 18th. 

Khruschev lectured about the state of the Russina Economy to a filled room at Pappito. 

Chaplin's Corner 

By 

Rev. Thomas Trepanier 

Catholic Chaplain 

On Monday March 16, in a 
strongly worded ten-page 
statement enti tled "We Remem­
ber: A Reflection on the Shoah," 
the Catholic Church 's Commis­
sion for Religious Relations 
with the Jews, brought forward 
to a new level the thirty-five year 
correspondence with Judaism. 
Although not satisfactory to 
everyone involved in the 
dialogue, it represents progress. 
The issue under consideration 
is crucial: The Holocaust, the 
Shoah, the calami[y of all 
calamities. Jewish expectations 
for an official statement on this 
topic had been very high ever 
since Pope John Paul II, during a 
visit to Miami, Florida in 1987. 
promised to issue one. This 
latest document, along with the 
Pope's cover letter. is the result 
of an eleven-year wait. 
On the positive side. the 
Commission's tatement 
expresses the Church's feel ing 
of horror and deepest sorrow for 
the Holocaust. It affirms 
unambiguously "the errors and 
fa ilures" of Christians who, for 
whatever reasons, stood by and 
said nothing while millions were 
beate n, starved, murdered, and 
gassed. Yes, there was some 
resistance and protest by 
individuals. Nonetheless, the 
statement goes on, "this heavy 
burden of conscience...must be 
a call to repentance." Responsi­
bility is also directed to govern­
ments in North and South 
America who refused to open 
their international borders to 
Jewish refugees. In other words, 
there is a lot more to come and 
to be said. 
One particularly important 
sentence, however, must be 
noted. Quoting from a speech of 
Pope John Paul, the Catholic 
Church is issuing much more 
than a mere apology to the 
Jewish peop} ; the Pope, as head 
of the Catholic Church and in its 
name. is rendering a heartfelt 
plea: "We ask our Jewish 
friends, whose terrible fate has 
become a symbol of the aberra­
tions of which man is capable 
when he turns against God, to 
hear us with open hearts." 
With such powerful words and 
sentiments, there can be no 
tW1'ling back the clock insofar as 
respectful dialogue is con­
cerned. And should anyone dare 
think of min imizing or denying 
the Holocaust, they will have to 
confront the Pope himself. 
Admittedly, it is not the 
complete and full statement 
many would have preferred, the 
writer included. but it is a solid 
foundation upon which to build a 
better future. (Father Trepan ier 
is director of the Catholic­
Jewish dialogue for the Diocese 
of Providence.) 
1993 Toyota Camry LE 
One, owner, a lmond beige pearl, power moon roof, ABS 

brake, power windows, power door locks, power mir­

rors , car phone, radar detectort 

AMlFM sterco cassette, airbag, Exccll nt Condi tion, 

serviced at dealer, 97,000 mil,cs, $8,995 or best offer. 

(40 I) 949-1 491 

The Last Issue of The 

Archway for the 

1997 -98 sc 001 year 

is May 1st! 

Any [mal contributions are 
due Tuesday April 28th by 
5 :00 pm. 
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The Office of Career Services presents... 
Wed esday, April 22 

5:OOpm in MeLee ure 

• Attention A I Ju •ors+ 

The secret to senior job search success is... 

Getting he -nside scoop during your ju ior year! 
The following books are missing from the Office of Career Services. If you are in 
possession of any books, please return them to Career Services as soon as possible. 
NO QUESTIONS ASKED! 
America's 50 Fastest Growing Jobs Insider's Guide to Management Opportunities for Undergraduates 
How to Get a Job in the New York Metropolitan Area The Best Business Schools 
Graduate Admissions Essays· What Works, What Doesn't American Institute of Foreign Study 
Internships: A Directory for Career Finders tOO Best Careers in Entertainment 
Career Opportunities in the Music Industry Careers for Students ofHistory 
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• 
, ,etr 
Join the Student Alumni Association this weekend for an Ooozball Tour­
nament to benefit Special Olympics. Sign ups are $30 per team. Six 
players to a team. Sign up Thursday and Friday in front of Salmonson 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Prizes in elude Red Sox tickets, Paula Cole tickets, 
movie passes and !l1uch more! ! ! 
Summer is a time to relax. 1[' al5 a time t take mu 'h-need d courses. With Bentl y's flexib le 
cheduling, y u can cI b th, B ntley offers o ne, five, and ix week options. Most 1a ~e meet in 
dl> '" ening. Th re are also courses that mt: r n fiv onse(.;u tive Friday ', Bentley offer a wide 
ran e o f liberal arts curses in addition to its l -v- - ___ - _ ___ ---, 
esse tial h.li ,· iness ~ffering, in a c u nring, I Send your '98 Summer ion Course ~ hedul . ~ 
computer tnt rmatlon sy. l ms economics, 

finance, man gernent. and marketing. ? 

Business progn,tms are MCSB a cr dit dc ' :-:-Al-:-M-::-E ------- ----- } 

credits should ti'J.ns~ r aL ily. And the hest J 

part of all b that Bentley io;; an exc 11 nL , AD~DRe='- ----- -­:-;: ------­
. vallie compar d to Similar all rings at l 
13 )ston Uege, Bos( n Univer ity. Harvard } CIlY !>TATE l 
Extension, and . uf~ lk, } 
To learn more, e-mail LIS at ~ m> PHONE J 
SlIl1uller@b ntJey,edll, call 1-800--- nlley, (Mail to: Bentley CO~l~~, l75 Forest Slreet,W: Irham,M..A 
or visil our website at www.n. tley.edu.02154-47SE-mail.summer@bentiey.edu l 
',CIEE: COIIIICil DB l.terutiolUJ 
_ & mati Sess- M 6 I Phone: 1/8 O/S-BENTLEY raJ : 781/891-2 29r a en our ll1.0r on lon ay _ __ ___ ___________ _O It d 1Ecfacatioaal Exdlu&e ~ 
~20 Thayer Street 
Providence 
(401) 331-5810 BENTLEY 
""i'i".' I ......' iii hi"~ '*!""*I'•.• '1 
11iINKAHEAD. STAYAHEAD. 
AprilI 7. 1998 
Greek Life 
by Damian Turco 
Welcome to Spring Greek 
Week and J hope everyone's 
having a good time. The reason I 
am writing this article is to 
basically let you know where we 
were when we rook our IFC and 
Panhell positions, where y.e are 
now, and \\.here we are he_d d in 
the fall semester. 
h n FC 
positions In [he beginning of this 
semester, nobody really knew 
what it would mean for Gre 
life. We all had ideas to make 
things bener but ( don't think 
anyone expected he progress 
that is very in our reach now. In 
early February, we were sworn in 
to office and we started running 
the meetings every Tuesday. At 
that time we didn't have much 
vision as to what the future 
entailed. Several things have 
caused that to change. We did 
have innovative ideas such as the 
horse shoe pits behind dorm 
one, the Greek Web page, and 
the Greek Archway section 
which you are reading from right 
now. The real change in thought 
is a result of the Greek Summit 
and our atte ndance of the 
Weste rn Regional Greek 
Confe rence in San Francisco the 
first weekend of th is month. 
Although many students did not 
feel the Greek summit got into 
the issues quick enough, it did 
eventually. Many strong 
op inions got out in the open that 
woul d have otherwise never been 
sai . We talked about 11 major 
issues including: Public 
Re lations, Faculty/Staff Rela­
tions, New Mem ber Grades , 
AlcohoVRisk Management, All 
Greek Programming, Inter­
Greek Unity, Our Living 
Conditions . Non-Greek 
Re lations, and Personal Ac­
countability within Chapters. 
The Greek Summit was a 
necessary step in solving the 
problems in our community and 
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What the Future Entails and how we will get there 
I thank everyone who anended at Bryant College. I thought this 
the whole event. Since the was a pretty accurate statement 
summit we have created the until I went to the conference. 
Committee on Fraternities and Most Greek systems have the 
Sororities, which is made up of same issues to deal with. The 
Student Life and Student issues are obviously at different 
Activities administration along levels of importance at different 
wi h Greek and non-Greek schools. but there are common 
udent and a umni Throughout solutions that can apply to all of 
the ne. t month and into neo·t them. I went to workshops on a 
, the commi e w'lI ae Je~~~.vi.lri fthing in luding risk 
the problems we have brought management, recruitment, public 
up. reI tions inter-Greej." \.on! . ' 
~ 0 Gr . Pr'QgJ'iUT1m 
e 1 0 Inn r 'On , 
uti e board mem­ of impro ing our image and I 
bers along with Tanya McGinn, wa swprised to see hat our 
our Greek adVIsor, anended the plans for next semester are on 
Western Regional Greek track. The ideas ofa major 
Conference. This was a very Greek insert in the school 
valuable experience for us to be newspaper for Rush purposes 
a part of. The conference and the development of an all 
offered 10 workshops four Greek Web Page were com­
times a day for rwo days. The monly raised. On the idea of 
work shops varied and there inter-Greek unity, a common 
were student leaders every- idea was to not only have events 
where. It was interesting to see such as Greek Week where we 
Greek life outside the confines all participate together for a few 
of a business school. In a days, but to aJso have regular 
resume bui Iding workshop we events at which Greeks from 
went around the room saying different chapters get to know 
what we planned on doing for a each other on a daily basis. I felt 
career. I coulcin 't be lieve what I that this was very characteristic 
heard. There were kids in that of the new horse shoe pits. 
room that planned on running the Every day and night since the 
world, One kid planned on being pits have been put in by Phy ical 
on the President's Advisory Plant, chapters have been playing 
Counc il and ano her plan ned to together, weather penn itting. 
design groundbreaking new This is a great way for us to gee 
technology in Ca1i forn ia's to kn ow each other and to 
Silicon Valley. It reminded me improve inter-chapter re lati ons. 
of how Greeks make such good I would also like to thank 
leaders, something which is easy Physical Plant and Bob Lawton, 
to forget when every Greek you the Superintendent of Grounds, 
know is either majoring in for mak ing the horse shoe pits a 
Marketing, Management, success . If you don't see imer-
Finance, or Accounting. It is chapter relations as a ery 
only natural to feel like we are in important aspect of G eek li fe 
a very different Greek commu­ you need to rethink that a litt le. 
nity, because W" only hear about Look at the picture at the top of 
other sch ols by word of mouth he first page. That 's us. It 's not 
from ou friends at home. I Beta or TKE or Phi Kap and it' 
th ink that because of this we not Theta or OZ. It's the Greek 
have a tendency to think that the Community, for the mos t pan. 
problems we face are only found We make up 14% of the student 
popUlation at Bryant making us 
the largest organization in tenns 
of number of students. Some­
times chapters tend to isolate 
themselves and think that they 
are nothing like the others, I 
know (his is true because when I 
was a freshman no brother did 
anything outside our floor 
besi es go to class once in a 
while. It is understandable to 
Ve 
I! umni h p our 
chapter into the ay they were 
when we took over. But we are 
not really that different if we 
compare each other. We all 
instill the importance of pride 
and respect of one another. If 
you want to see a big di fference, 
compare your chapter to other 
clubs and organizations such as 
SPB, the Marketing Association, 
or the Socialists Club. No 
matter what club or organization 
we look at, we are most like 
each other and share most of the 
same values with fellow Greeks. 
That is why someone threw us all 
together and called us the Greek 
community years ago. 
The Fall semester approaching 
will not be an easy one for Rush 
and recruinnent. Over the past 
year, alcohol rel ated deaths at 
Fraternity houses across the 
country have given Greeks a very 
bad image and consequently, 
have lead to many National 
Fratern ities to go dry. This is 
not the cas e, nor the intention of 
adm ini tration at Bryant This 
does not mean that we shou ldn't 
focus our atten ion on alcohol/ 
risk manage ment. Most chapters 
have already taken steps in 
developing policies on the 
subject. A concept that I 
gathered in fonnation on at the 
con ference is having aGree 
Judic ial board. The idea has 
never had very much popUlarity 
among the Greek community at 
Bryant and I brought that up in a 
workshop of all JFC Presidents 
in the Western Conference. I 
thought that it would be a nonnal 
thing for a campus to let 
administration deal with all 
disciplinary sanctions concern­
ing Greeks, but I was wrong. 
There were about forty oth~r 
schools represented in that 
meeting and Bryant along WIth 
one other school were the only 
one \ lrhout a Greek Judicial 
bo rd in pIa ~ . The main rea on 
that 3 l-board hasn't worked here 
is because students generall ' do 
not w nr (0 be responsible for 
punishing their peers. When t 
posed this predicament to the 
other Presidents they basically 
asked me the question, "Would 
we rather punish ourselves or 
leave it in the hands of adminis­
tration who may not always 
understand the situations and 
environments that we are faced 
with?" Well, that's just orne­
thing to think about. We aren't 
planning on making any advances 
in the J-board area for a while . 
After this week, Greek Life's 
next major time period will be 
Fall recruitment. IFC and PC 
have major plans to get as many 
numbers as we pos ibly can. We 
ob iously have to counteract the 
growing stereorype that we are 
not hing more than a bunch of 
alcoholics. We will have a 
major insert in the Archway the 
first month back to school. The 
insert will highlight all the goo d 
that we do for the com munity. 
We are figuring out the best 
ways to get th e num bers up. 
Until then you can voi ce your 
opinions or support at IFC/PC 
round table meetings or in the 
Greek Life offi ce which is 
located on the third fl oor of the 
Bryan t Ce t r, x6199. T he next 
roundtable meeting will be on 
T,Jesday. April 28. 
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Greek Summit "P anning Today for Tomorrow's ~uccess" 

r 
by 

Rebecca Robertson 

Panhellt:nic President 

On Saturday, March 28t~ the 
Office of Greek Life brought 
together nearly one hundred 
faculty, staff, administration, 
alumni. and students for the 
purpose of evaluating the Greek 
community at Bryant. Although 
the participants sacrificed a 
beautiful Saturda}, they all found 
that the event was productive and 
meaningful toward developing a 
vis ion for the Greek system. 
The Greek Summit was facili­
tated by two outside consultants. 
Karyn Nishimura Sneath and Ron 
Richard, from the consulting 
fum like minded people. Karyn 
and Ron spent the weekend wnh 
the members of the Summit in 
order to fully understand our 
individual system. They came to 
us with energy, enthusiasm, 
respect, and encouragement 
which lead the weekend to some 
interesting outcomes. 
The day began with some 
opening remarks from the Greek 
Advisor. Tanya McGinn and lhe 
Vice President of Student 
A trairs, Dr. Tom Eakin, who 
spoke on behalf of President 
Ron Machtley Dr. Eakm shared 
with the group his background 
and his in 01 emenl in the Greek 
system in the past, both in his 
undergraduate years and posi­
tions mvolving Greeks at other 
colleges and universities. 
The expectatIOns for the Greek 
Summit were high and the 
facilitators where not disap­
pointed. The Greek community 
showed to all who attended that 
they are committed to rmding 
the best approaches and will 
work to achieve continuing 
success in their daily lives . 
Karyn and Ron constructed an 
agenda which was focused 
around getting [0 know each 
other as individuals, as a 
community, and then looking 
toward who we want to be . 
Some issues which were 
prominent m the discussions 
were improving relations with 
faculty and staff. working to 
initiate more Greek program­
ming, respecting our hving 
conditions. and investigating risk 
management policies within the 
chapters. These issues were not 
only discussed but concrete 
solutions and actions toward 
improvement were established. 
For example, the participants are 
dedicated to ftnding faculty 
adVIsors for all chapters. This 
hopefully will allow for more 
involvement by the faculty and 
also, additional regulation for 
Almost hypnotic. isn" il? 
Order of Omega 
by asked to give a few ideas on how 
Michael Ealon they intended to maintain a 
President Order of Omega strong GPA, as well as their 
The Order of Omega is a desires to get involved in their 
national leadership honor chapters and other activities at 
society which recognizes Bryant. The speakers were 
members of Greek organizations Stacey Hughes and Nicole 
which have excelled academi- Pellettier. two recent alumni of 
cally, as well as, shown leader- Order of Omega and the Greek 
ship in their individual chapters community, who shared their 
and at Bryant College. We began experiences on how academics 
the spring semester by initiating related to their current job 
six new members into the Order. placement. 
These members are Matthew This semester, the Order of 
Condos, Michael Eaton, Omega is coordinating with the 
Casandra Grenier, Karen Panhellenic and the Interfrater· 
Henderson, Rebecca Robertson, nity Councils to plan the annual 
and Pamela Smith. Also, a new GreekAwards Banquet, where 
executive board was elected. chapters and individuals are 
The president is Michael Eaton, recognized for their outstanding 
the vice president is Rebecca academic and Greek accom-
Robertson, the secretary is plishments. The Greek Commu-
Matthew Condos, and the nity will award Spirit of the Year. 
treasurer is Casandra Grenier. Philanthropy of the Year, 
This semester the Order of Outstanding Greek Man and 
Omega held a new member Woman of the Year, and highest 
forum where all new Greeks GPA awards. This banquet will 
were asked to attend. At this be held on Sunday, April 19th at 
forum, the new members were 8pm in Sa bnanson. Step right up folks 
the chapter. Although partici­
pants had many issues to discuss. 
the Sununit was an excellent 
outlet toward improvement. 
Additionally, the chapters 
demonstrated a commitment by 
attending the Summit that they 
are committed to rmding 
solutions and acting on them. 
The Summit concluded with 
some very positive remarks 
•from the facilitators who 
emphasized that the Greeks at 
Bryant have enormous possibili­
ties. They concluded that the 
community is already accom­
plishing great things but the 
issues that wer discussed need 
to be addressed. Some of the 
most positive aspects of the 
Greek community at Bryant, that 
the participants identified, are 
the Safe Ride Shuttle, the many 
philanthropy projects, Special 
Olympics community service, 
Campus Clean-ups, Blood 
Drives. spirit. leadership 
opportunities, the family 
environment, and Monte Carlo 
Night. The major asset they felt . 
our system possessed was the 
Greek President's Roundtable 
meetings which are held every 
other Tuesday at 5:30pm in 
Papitto. These meetings are a 
time where all chapter presi· 
dents and delegates congregate 
Gamma hosts Monte Car 0 

h.v Carol}fI E. ha~fer 
In 1986, GAMMA (Greeks 
Advocating the Mature Manage­
ment of Alcohol) a spin-off of 
BACCHUS, was established as a 
means of promoting "respon­
sible deciSion-making concern­
ing alcohol education and abuse 
prevention" for the Greek 
community. The idea of 
GAMMA is to help develop 
greater individual and chapter 
responsibility where alcohol is 
concerned. In so doing. it is 
hoped that each fraternity and 
sorority chapter on campus 
comes to have a more fulfilling 
Greek experience. 
This year more than ever, 
GAMMA is taking a more active 
role in the Greek conununity at 
Bryant. GAMMA is opened to 
all interested Greeks on campus, 
those that commute as well as 
those that live on campus. As a 
member, one wtll have many 
leadership opportunities within 
the organization. One goal that 
Western Rt!gional: Grel'1k Con/ttrt!nctt 
to discuss upcoming events and 
issues. One of the major goals 
which was established at the 
Summit was to initiate more in 
depth discussion of the issues at 
every Roundtable meeting. This 
wiJI enable more communication 
within chapters and aid us in 
improving the system overall. 
The Greek Summit was the tirst 
step in a long process for the 
Greeks to improve at Bryant 
College. The vlsion of the 
Summit was to create a commu­
nity that is free of negativity and 
promotes a positive living 
environment for all srudents at 
Bryant. With the participation 
and dedication of all the great 
leaders who attended the 
Summit, that vision is closely at 
hand for th' Greek Community. 
I 1 pr \i ' 
activitH!s on campus that are 
opened to the entire conununity, 
non-Greek as well as Greek. 
One such event is Monte Carlo 
night. 
Monte Carlo night held on 
Thursday March 26. between 
9:00 and II :30 at night is a 
fundraising event for GAMMA. 
Held in the rotunda, students as 
well as faculty paid $5 admis­
sion and were handed a raffle 
ticket as well as $200 in 
gambling chips. Students and 
faculty than had the option to 
play many different casino-type 
games, such as black jack, 
roulette, fortune wheel. etc. As 
well. as the games prizes were 
ramed off throughout the night, 
such as, c.d. 's, gift certificates, a 
television, and David Letterman 
tickets. Everyone had a good 
time, and in all, it was a very 
successful night, one that will 
most likely be repeated next 
year. 
e III 
pon oring .... ill e ··Bf}ants 
Best" it will take place Saturday 
April 25, in the late afternoon. 
Held In Papino, students on 
there way 10 from the fields will 
pay SI and be able to eat pizza 
from all our favorite local PIZza 
shops, then vote on which they 
like the best. 
The last project we will be 
sponsoring this year will be a 
Risk ManagementAward. This 
award will be open to all Greek 
organizations and the organiza­
tion with the best risk manage­
ment procedures wi II win. 
As previously stated, GAMMA 
is opened to all interested 
Greeks. new-members and new 
ideas are always welcomed. As 
more chapters become involved, 
[he Greek conununity cannot 
help but become even stronger. 
Meetings take place t!very other 
Tue day or as nec:ded, at 6:00 
p.m. in room I of the Bryant 
Center. 
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Beta Theta Pi me, cuz [already know! To Ann how's that plane ride that first paragraph was a short advisor. Thanks to all my 
whoever decorated our floor's treating you? Damian had an introduction to your friendly editors that helped me write and 
By Tony Merlino 
How's everybody doing out 
there? I hope everyone had a 
good holiday weekend like I 
did. We've been pretty busy 
around here lately. Two week­
ends ago five of our brothers 
O"aveled to the University of 
Maine at Orono to attend the 
door sign; I'm in the rota 
Monday-Thursday, hope to hear 
from ya soon! - Love Silva. 
McGee, pledge class reunion? 
To Pretty Preny Preslee & 
Silva - we heard you guys were 
.!.?! ­ Love the floor. Hunter 
- everyone our! You don't have 
to go home, but you can't stay 
accident. Damian drooles while 
he was asleep in the limo. Boyd 
boyded out. Boyd threw the 
slinky out the window. Kelly is 
the only one who comes to CA 
and does not bring a bathing suit. 
Martone and Race need 
immodium AD. Race where's 
the turns? Hay Baby you got 
historian from the north. 
Well since the new bi-weekly 
fonnat of the Archway we have a 
lot to say. First of all we would 
like to thank all the Alumni that 
came down for Alumni weekend. 
Thanks to Goon's seven hundred 
dollar day at Rentes there will be 
a new satellite system installed. 
sensor thi!t article. Till next 
time. EH! 
Les Vrais Hommes sur Campus 
••••••••••••••••• 
Phi Sigma Sigma 
Jaclyn Grivois 
annual Beta Theta Pi District 
Conclave. They brought back 
some great ideas concerning 
Risk Management, Rituals, 
Scholarship and Rush. We hope 
to incorporate what they 
learned into our chapter. Thanks 
to Chi e, Proctor, Fletch, 
Nixon, and especially Stout 
who made the five hour dnve 
here! Koral is stuck in the 80's 
- you're so popular! - Arista. 
To my Peeps, when something 
is fantastic, yet bener. .. it is 
boombastic. - Arisra. 
Thanks to everyone who is 
playing softball, it's a great 
time. Thanks to all the sorori­
ties who are participating I KT 
- thanks for Thursday, it was 
boyfriend in Room 4067? I am 
so mad at the secret service 
today. Martone and Race how 
bout those aliens? Has anyone 
seen Tanya???? lethro, thanks for 
the seat, I hope I was a good 
cushion. Angela and Lush had a 
good time dancing at the Hard 
Rock Cafe. Ann your mom 
called. 
The aids awareness night with 
Mahogany was very infonnative 
and the brothers are now well 
educated. Mahogany, especially 
wanted us to thank Sideshow for 
his assistance in the lecture I 
guess the spring IS gonna come 
early this year, because Dascoli 
came out of hiS hole and could 
not see his shadow. So if your 
Hey everyone! Hope you all 
had a nice past weekend. For 
starters, congratulations to 
Treech and J ill who finally 
accepted jobs! Good for you. 
Thanks to TKE for your great 
formal - Love Pucker, Britt and 
Sprite . Thank to TEP for a 
great llme last Thur day and 
thanks to the randoms for a 
each way. Congratulations to 
Stout who made it through his 
21 birthday and remembered 
some of it the next day. 
We would like to thank Phi-Sig 
for a great time last weekend, 
as well as Theta for another 
blast before Easter. Fletch 
showed the brothers from 
cold but fun! Koral & Jericho 
thank KT for hours of fun and 
entertainment Friday! P.S. 
thanks for the offer of a 
permanent parking space. 
Koral - thanks for a great 
weekend with purple & yellow 
and wedding songs! I won! 
Bickford's was great! - Jericho. 
I hope everyone enjoyed their 
weekend, we sure did. We want 
to thank Tanya for this expen­
ence. We also hope she is 
feel ing better soon! ! ! ! ! 
•••••••••••••••• • 
International Socialist 
not at the horseshoe pit then 
head down to G-block (Q join in 
on our pre-spring festivities 
(open 9;00 till ?:?? daily). We 
solved the mystery why the 
junction is always so late or your 
food is half eaten, three 
words ...... G-Block Tolls. We 
have also reinstated the barter 
great time thIS past Thursday. 
Hailey would like to thank her 
human canes for their assis­
tance last weekend. It's a 
shame her message was erased. 
Hope all that heard were 
amused - Hailey. 
As for this past weekend, it 
was eventful for those who 
Maine what Bryant is all about 
when he macked out up there. 
Maybe we should have left him. 
Stout and Wilson beat up the 
window, way to go guys. Boyd 
got a fancy new purple car, so if 
anyone sees him tell him you 
like it. Cobb redecorated 
Deacon's room and the bath­
room down at G-block. Proctor 
made Wilson's friends feel 
right at home. Also, Jethro is 
turning into quite the Arnold 
Schwarzenenager lookalike. 
Watch out for him though, he s 
been going to the gym lately 
and is now the strongest brother 
around; just ask him. 
In intramural news, it's a good 
thing Lark got his own softball 
tearn. However, in soccer, we 
are challenging for the World 
Cup. After Fletch lost a tough 
debut game in net while playing 
outstanding, Tang took over in 
the second game and posted 
108 saves in Beta's first ever 
shutout victory. Chive leads the 
team with 36 goals. as well as 
Ren, Merlin, Sledge and 
Wallace who have each scored 
in double digits. Thanks to 
Patches for showing up. 
Quote of the week: "1 saw a 
caddy leaving campus; it looked 
real heavy in the trUnk." -Stout 
••••••••••••••••• 
Delta Zeta 
Boy George says hi Arista! 
Hey Jericho, climbing rocks at 
the beach was great but blue is 
better anyway! - Koral. Thank 
you Bazil for listening to me 
and being there for me always. 
You get my vote for best sister! 
We hope everyone has a 
fabulous spring fonnal. Good 
luck to the Marketing Associa­
tion team In Texas. Talk to you 
after an a~esome pring week' 
Check-. a later' Oh one t 
thing ... sweater \:c 1'? Hello! 
••••••••••••••••• 
IFC/PANHELLE C 
Angela DiScglio 
Panhellenic and IFC went on a 
nip to the Western Regional 
Greek Conference in 
SanFrancisco CA. While we 
were busy learning about how to 
improve our Greek system at 
Bryant, we also had a few 
laughs. 
We were the "girls in the hood". 
Race inSisted on pineapple 
pizza. Shall we eat outside 
today? Ann do you want to be 
big? Mattie, get your sweatshirt 
big so you can expand. Angela 
and Kelly get the seal on the 
left, and Mattie and Ann get the 
one on the right!! Did you know 
the are territorial? How about 
the wax Musewn, that looks like 
a good time. Hay let's take a 
Club 
Chris Grogan 
We have two major events 
coming up in the next couple of 
weeks. The first will be on 
Wednesday April 22 in Room 
243 in the Unistructure at 4 
PM. The topic is Gay Libera­
tion. It has been a very big 
issue in recent years nd we 
hope that this mfonna i e t Ik 
ill in pin! r ti e dls ion. 
Thls event will be co-spon ored 
by Bryant Pride. This will be 
our last Bryant meeting of the 
year so we hope to see you 
there_ 
Our other major event coming 
up is May Day. It will be held 
in Providence on Saturday, May 
2 at 7 P.M. May Day is an event 
that has been celebrated for 
over 100 years around the 
world. It commemorates labor 
struggles and how labor 
solidarity is the best way to 
win. A recent example of this 
would be the solidarity shown 
by Bryant's Physical Plant 
workers back in March. It is 
celebrated by socialists and 
laborers all over the world, in 
some countries May Day is 
observed over Labor Day as the 
official labor holiday. [fyou 
would like more infonnation on 
any of these upcoming events 
feel free to call myself at 
x4203 or Matt at x8320. 
system. Real estate values have 
increased in hall I due to the 
new indoor swimming facilities 
(lifeguards on duty: Cameron, 
Fogarty, and Turco) Lancia, even 
though golf is a valuable asset in 
the business world, Investments 
could also be useful. Due to a 
poor handicap Lancia will be 
spending all of his time practic­
ing for next years masters. 
Derek, you really have to layoff 
[he Vitamin C. 0 aks friend 
gave some pointers on the do's 
an don'ts abou pic ing up 
women. 
On brotherly mishaps in the 
past two weeks Dudeck was not 
as stealthy as his usual self, 
stumbling around, G-block, B­
block and E-block chomping on 
those wings. What was up with 
that blue stuff anyway. Bort was 
abducted by an alien at Rentes, 
but he didn't go without a fight. 
Though, next time you might 
want to lower your voice. 
NOTICE TO PRUNEDOG: the 
floor is not your personal 
wardrobe, please return all 
articles of clothing to their 
rightful owners. Martone and 
Turcs what's with that funny 
walk, spending too much time in 
the bay-area. Hurleys comment 
of the week ......... .. . .... . 
Revenzo you definitely have to 
keep your mouth shut, you 
wonder why people stare at you 
so much. Thanks swain for the 
head-ache. Rosenbaum If you 
stuck around. Talk about 
random! Friday, McGiness, 
Cybil, Gazer, Pucker, Colada 
and friends decided to get some 
Oxygen. Instead Gazer got a 
surprise out of no where. 
How's your face? Thanx for 
your help, Darren! Cybil. sony 
about your nail. 
Quotes for the week: "Can 
anyone tell me who's not shady 
on thi campus." - Divine. And. 
HI ha e no legs." 
Well that about doe it for this 
week. The isters would like to 
remind everyone of the silent 
auction taking place April 30th• 
Also a reminder, if anyone is 
interested in meeting the 
sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma feel 
free to stop by our town house 
a[ H5 and our floor in dorm 2. 
Later! 
••••••••••••••••• 
ROTC CORNER 
LTC(Rct) Dana C. Mather 
SFC Brad O. Stobb 
The Union is saved! Huzzah! 
Lee's army has been driven 
back to its lair below the 
Mason-Dixon Line. The North 
is safe once more from the 
clutches of the Rebellion. 
During the first weekend in 
April, the seniors of the Parrior 
Banalion journeyed to 
Charlotte Jacobson limo home, it raining. are reading this please contact a Gettysburg, PA to tour the 
Happy Easter! First off we 
Kelly, do you smell fish? 
Police patrols, uh oh were in ••••••••••••••••• 
brother to let us know your 
whereabouts. I would love to 
famous battlefield. The tour 
was conducted in the fonn of a 
would like to congratulate oW" 
new sisters Parker, Davis. 
trouble by the needy guy? I love 
your smile. Can you take a Phi Kapppa Sigma 
talk about my feJlow pledge 
brothers, but I don't want this 
staff ride in which th~ cadets 
took the parts of the principal 
Justice, Conor,. Tali a, Truvvy, picture for us? Dh I see you can Macy Korolnek article to become incriminat­ commanders, explaining as they 
Rydell, and Dawsyn. We love walk through the picture but you ing. went their decisions. actions. 
you guys! And if they didn't can't take it. Hey boys, how was Bonjour tout mes amis, moi je On a more serious note we and results. So there we were 
make our month ... sorority of that arcade? Boyd enjoys suis Macy Korolnek et je suis like to Congratulate all the with Brad "Meredith" Crough 
the year certainly did! Congratu­ Spanish tunes. Kelly lost her Ie nouvelle "historian" pour Phi brothers on their new posi­ explaining how his veteran Iron 
lations to Deanna for advisor of lizard in the sprite can!!!! I herd Kappa Sigma. Moi je suis dix­ tions. However, Novak is Brigade initial1y stopped the 
the year! We miss you and wish swatch is now in style. How neuf ans et je viens de still going through POS[­ Confederate advance. Tony 
you well. Hope to see you soon. about shanockered??? Let's Montreal, Canada. Mais alors presidential withdrawal, and "Gordon" Garifo told of his 
Congratulations is in order for meet at Knuckles. Trolley rides maintenant je dois allais avec Ie the brothers have decided to division's successful attack 
TEP too, for being fraternity of are a good time even though arctule. EA! put Turco as president on the which drove the Union forces 
the year! they fail to stop in [he rain. Hay For all those Yankees that composite. We would like back through the town. Jennifer 
Hey Char, you don't have to tell shep, how you feeling today. don't speak a word of French to welcome Brian as our new "Old Pete Longstreet" 
-------
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MacDonald described the Rebel own formal and the five hour 	 girls in attendance for putting r----- --- .,Theta Phi Alpha Rocks Imissing fire extinguishes = I 
corps attack against the Union drive. 	 up with us. Just some random for Diabetes 1$150 fine; tampering with heat I 
left that fmally came to grief 	 notes about the formal: Pipes or smoke detectors = $300 IBethany Bak r 
against the Maine men of Eric •••• •• ••• • ••• •••• 	 and the po-po's shoes . 
: fine. Individuals will be held I 
"Charge Bayonets Chamberlain" 	 McFelon. Ed and the antique. responsible for any of thisThis past Tuesday and Wednes­Fortin at Unle Round Top. Women's Rugby 	 Lamps. Where was C­ lequipment that may be locatt!d Iday, on April 14,h and 15'h, theAlong for the ride to cheer Allison Zitta 	 Bass? Swandex, Justin and the I in their living areas. The DPS Isisters of Theta Phi Alpha took success and comm iserate with 	 Maine Beaches!? IFire & Safety Coordinator will part in our seventh annual Rock­failure were Professors Larry 	 Longo came out of hiberna­ I issue citations to individuals IA-Thon for the American and Dana Lowe. We greatly 	 tion and went to BlockbusterHe))o girls. What's goin on in 	 landfor areas that are in IDiabetes Association. From appreciated their participation 	 to rent Single White Female to the kitchen? First order of 	 Iviolation of the standard Inoon on Tuesday until noon the and enjoyed their company. 	 try and predict Lauren's next business, SPORTS CLUB OF 	 Iregarding Fire Safety. Students I next day. 28 sisters rocked On Saturday, Apri l 18th the 	 move.THE YEAR!! We'd like to thank 	 Iwill be held accountable for ,continuously for hopes ofBryant woods will ring with the 	 C-Bass had a busy week. He the Office of Student Activities 	 I their actions. There is also a Iraising contributions to fund 
sounds of battle as the Patriot for giving this award to us. 	 played golf in a foursome 
.SI,OOO REWARD for infor- IDiabetes research. Cardi's Battalion trains the MS Ills in We ' ve been waiting for this. 	 yesterday with himself, Rex, mation leading to the appre- Ifurniture donated the five brand platoon tactics. On the follow­	 Steve and Betsy. He went to We 'd also like to thank every­	 Ihension and conviction of any __
new rocking chairs, which were ing weekend we will travel to 	 [he formal for 5 minutes.one who supported us. 1guess 	 person causing a MALICIOUSIIIauctioned off by Vice President Stones Ranch in Connecticut for "women of accomplishment" Chaves was 2] years old and 	 IFIREALARM. Iof Srudent A ffairs, Thomas 
a 3-day field training exercise, has an all new meaning now. 	 was so happy that he wet his I Your cooperation in this IEakin, on Wednesday at noon. going to the range to flre M-16s 	 pants or so he claims, I'they Thank you to everyone who 	 Imatter will ensure the safety ot! The sisters of Theta Phi Alpha les,"with live ammo, and conducting came to our tournament this 	 were just a bunch of drib Jail in the Bryant Community. Iwould like to thank everyone for patrols and attacks by day and 	 In the words of Chris Braccia, weekend. Unfortunately after a 	 ITogether we can make this a Itheir help, contributions, and 
night . 	 "Yeah, mmm, sure!" hard fought match, we lost to 	 Inon-issue on campus. Isupport. Coach Chris Braccia has got the team who won the tourna­ I 	 ILEA DERSHIP COMPE­	 the baseball squad off to a ment. Ston hill, ar you sure IJohnA. Rattigan I 
TENCY OFTHE WEEK: solid 0-2 start. New GMthat your entire team was 	 r---------., ,Assistant Director I 
Braccia also plans on opening Decision Making. female? Maybe you and Mount ;IMPORTANT Fire : I Department of Public Safety I 
Decision making refers to Holyoke could get together a bootlegged movie store 
som time. Now on to the funskills you need to make choices soon. ISafety Information I 1.------- -.I 
and solve problems. Your goa) is srufr. Santarelli hit a home run on IFrom DPS: I 
to make high-quality decisions Spring Fling '98-you can ' t the diamond last week. Its 1 I PSFINEPAYME 
your subordinates accept and 	 reported the pitcher picked up I . ,hand le the fruit !! Thanks to 	 STATION 
execute quickly. Further, it is 	 a Benj i off the mound before ITo the Bryant Comrnumty, Ieveryone who showed. Those 
important that dec is ions be made who didn 't, your loss! Steve 0., he came to bat. I 	 I n Apri l 30 and May I in
at the lowest organizational level the gator \.Vas bener than 1 had Jamou lis has j ust recently I Tampering with Life Safety 
e Rotunda bet een 10:00 
where infonnation is sufficient. imagined. MB sorry for the 	 added to the MIA list for the equipment has become a 
8th m and 2:00 pm DPS wi IILike planning, decision making spill! Has anyone seen the time this semester. TKE has Iproblem on campus. There I 
et up a payment station IS an excellent way for you to eyeball? Sorry about the released the hounds so he I have been some incidents I 
here students can pay all develop your leadership team confusion with th is Thursday 	 should be back soon. regardmg discharged fire 
Monkey is just ridiculous on 	 utstanding parking. lock­Include subordinates in the night guys. It all worked out lextinguisher in the Residence: 

decision making process If time though. Tuesday, thanks for the the lax field. He has scored 37 'Halls In the last two weeks. ut, and ID fines. 

is available and if they share 5how~ Thanks to the random goals in the last week and has IThe safety of each student is 

your goals and have mfonnation 	 also scored a couple of times . lof paramo r con em thechannel ch ng rs at dr all 
during a practice session in the C ) e an e formu- Please e sure to remove all 
study lounge. 
that will produce high-quality the beer too' Diane, what did 
lated specific rules and locks and empty out all 

ARMY ROTC, The Smartest the wood box bite you? Well I TK E hopes everyone has a , regulat ions pertaining to flIe ented book lockers by 

College Course You Can Take. leave you with a piece of li fe good Spring Week. Be safe . I and safety issues. Please be ommencement. DPS is 

Support the Special Olympics . 

dec is ions . 	 you say? Oil,OiJ?? Sarah, did 
••••••••••••••••• advice: Those who have 	 ,advised that tampering with at responsible for the loss 
directions don ' t always get l any fire alarm or fire protee· r theft of any items left in 
there first ! •••••••••••••••• I tion system will result in you ny locker. DPS reservesSigma Sigma Sigma being held fmancially respon­ he right to remove the lock, Theta Phi Alpha 
••••••••••••••••• 	 sible for any damages to lean out the locker and Welcome back from Easter 	 Robin Campbell College property. Along with ispose of its contents if nothope everyone got lots of treats. financial responsibility, you Tau Kappa Epsilon 	 one by Commencement. We have had a very eventful Hey Theta! What great weather Imay be fined and disciplined. 
week with an awesome Parent's By Greg Montesano we ve been having lately. We'd 'Should the circumstances PS AND SSC WILL Banquet and Delta and TKE 	 like to thank our alumni for ,warrant it at the time, you 
SPONSOR A FOUNDThere were several interesting fonnals. 	 coming up th is weekend. Icould be placed under arrest 
ROPERTYI INDOORAnn, Chris tie heard that it's occurrences these past two Saturday night's sisters party was I for tampering with life safety 
fo rcefu l and wants to remind weeks involving the brothers of awesome. Maggy would like to ARD SALE - Tl IURS· ,systems and equ ipment. 
you to focus on the goal. Sue­ TKE. We have been raising thank everyone for moving it , The fo llowing is fl ne AY, APRI L 23, 1998 - [N 
Who 's the best pledge class to money for the Special Olym­ I IE ROT UN DA FROM outside on her behal f. Thanks Istructure to discourage misuse. 
ever come through TKE? Never pics. It really is a great cause to Phi Kap for a great barbec ue of fire safety equipment: The 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM. 
have I ever ... be donating time and money to, Friday night. Let's do it again Rhode Island fire law, InterferJ ROCEEDS WILL BEN· 
Karen would like to apologize 50 if anyone is Interested in sometime. Congrarulations to all lence with Fire Alann Appara­ FIT DRESS DO\VN 
to Beck')' for making her do the donating, please contact one of new positions. Thanks to Itus and Equipment states that: I 1 IARITIES AND COM-
big swim solo. lennell- when the brothers. So far we have everyone who stopped by the l"Every person who unlawfully I MUNITY SAFETY 
your girl pulls you, you gona raised quite a sum of money rotunda for Monte Carlo land withoutjuSl cause will· I WARENESS PRO­
go. DanieIle· we have to set and we hope for more. 	 night..Sadey's glad she wt!nt! lfully or knowingly, tampers RAMS. CALL GINNIE 
some study lounge rules. Jaime­ TKE will be in the torch run The Greek Summit was a: long Iwith, interferes With or in any OWRY FOR MORE 
Dana is going to miss coolers for the Special Olympics but successful day thanks to Iway impairs any p~blic fire ETAILS AND TO MAKE 
and table dancing at the formal. People like myself, C-8ass and everyone who attended. Gunnar­ ,alarm appararus, wire or ONATlONS OF TYPI ­

Christine, Jaime want you to Baran have been lifting exten­ that was the best catch I've ever lassociated equipment , shall be 
 AL YARD SALE ITEMS 
come over because she has sively so that when we carry the seen and the only one to get a guilty of a felony and upon o SELL ANY I IE LP 
more cheese and crackers. Did torch, it won' t knock us over. standing ovation. Spyder. the 'conviction thereof. shall be NO SUPPORT WILL BE you get a kick out of Mork and a TKE will be holding our next time you want to eat bage ls 'pun ished by a fme of not less REATLY APPRECI·friendjammin' at the Shaggy annual Pig Roast on Thursday with cream cheese and sweet n I than $1 ,000 nor more than 

Carpet Thursday night? Jill­ April 23. Swandex has offered sour sauce along with cheetos, 1$5,000 or shall be imprisoned 

tragic death of Drop Dead Fred, to hunt and kill the pig himself you know where to go -Killian. I for not less than 1 nor more 

ERSONS WIlO HAVE
but thanks to Flip he has another to lower costs. It wi 11 be held at Happy Birthday Fielix! Anyone • than 5 years, or both. 

OST ITEMS ARE EN­
chance. Special Olympics­ Touch of Class. There will be who finds a Rusted Root sticker lIn order to discourage 
throw the ball here, Bob. Hey transportation provided to that was carefully peeled off my I tampering with fire alann OURAGED TO REPORT 
guys, what happened to our prevent drunk driving. The car window, please retwn it. lequipment, the College will o DPS TO ATTEMPT T 
wall? brothers will be selling tickets Thanks - Phoebe. Thafs about it. limpose the following fine DENTIFY AND RECOVE 
We will have more memories staning this week. Have a good week! Lata Thata! structures: Tampering with HEIR PROPERTY BE­
[0 share with all of the campus Our fonnal was last weekend. Iiifire extinguishes = $75 fine; .. FORE APRIL 17 1998. 
as soon as we return from OUT We'd like to thank all of the •••••••• • ••• • •••• ­
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As the s~ason has drawn to a close it seems like none of 

the teams have -be able to hit their stride. 

It both the NBAand·NHL. 

The Sonies'and Bull~have been unfocused as oflate with 

home losses. . . 

• 	 Ofcourse theystill wijl be playingeach other i~ the Finals. 
• 	 Utah doesn- t l¥-ve a 'Gent-er to beat teams with. 
• 	 And that is' Seattle's weakest spot 
• 	 Tho Lakers could be tough'ifNick Van ExeI doesn't start 
throwingpunch~atthe clieedeaders. 
• 	 How dries theN~AUifuk that five grand is goingto put a 
dent inThug otNeal'sWallet? 
• 	 I haven't s~n ~~mov~qyet, bq~ it looks like RayAllen 
can actttallyact:c:~ 3 '" 
"Of~1:1'rs~~Ji~i~P¥x!9g~J)asketbaJl player., _. ' . 
... 	 ,._._: '. ".:" -:....... -..!$-..:.. ",~.. : ::_~. % V-:;'. "';':_. 

The S~'~C()Lild'ge:~:p3fkhorse 'even though t!ieyp.[ayed 
horribly agruDSt th.~~~jn the west~ : 
Without Danny:M:a.nnm~>theSuns will be burned. 
.Oka~~tlu~{wjf:~f!~~X~:':~ '_~,'-:.;: _ .,'-"-' ... . .. .,. . ': 
~,N.ugg(tts'a.re~tt th~worSt team in'league history. _ 
• 	 Theyare: on~Ui9w~rs.t· this year..-._.. .. -':-:'~j. 
• 	 Mike-BibbyIS going:ufIook gOod in a Denver Uniform. 
• 	 Mark my,words ~?:w.~ Jbe Nuggets will win more than ten:" 
gamesnextyear. ­
• 	 Count"on it. \ 
• 	 Has anyone seen 'tA~ CqloradoAvalanche lat ly? 
• 	 How abou!.,the Pjt~burgJiPen~s? 
• 	 Dallas? '_'~Y~ •• ::"~:,:'> ;i\~~:':. - :<~.- :.:::, -':.'.- '. > 
• 	 The'only team Rlaym'gw~ll in.the NHL right now is tne:' 
Detroi~ '.. " .. . . 
• 	 TMtSt~~~[~j~~~~~~. 
•
• 
• 
• 	
­
• 
. ::.::	.. 
...... ;. 
Just for tl!er~Q!~P~ytQn M~ing over Ryan Leaf. 

Leafb~~;8tti~e ~i-oblem .. 'fbate ~ttitude pr()blems~ 

• 	 Wh~verpjcks R1mdy'Nioss w~IJget the best thug out 
there/ >, '. ' .- . . 
• 	 WbafdOe_s.B.lairThomasJ Ki-Jana Carter, and Curtis Enis 
.havc'in'conimoo<i 
• 	 All ~ingbacks from Pet:ln State who are or will be 
. bustS• .: '= . I ~ 
• 	 1usts~¥oukno~whatlam tninKing~~. 
And the Archies goes-to... 

The Archway Awards are given out to athletes for their achievement through the school year at Bryant. 
This may take into account two seasons one when athlete played on another team or on another level. 
The Archway Awards are chosen by a highly intelligent brain trust, so we wontt tell you why they won 
these awards. You should just know. 
Football Player of the Year: Barry Sanders, Detroit Lions 
Basketball Player or the Year: Michael Jordan, Chicago Bulls 
BasebaU Player of the Year: Ken Griffey Jr, Seattle Marniers 
Hockey Player of the Year: Dominik Hasek, Buffalo Sabres 
Tennis Player of the Year: Martina Hingis 
Golf Player of the Year: David Duval 
Amateur of the Year: Michelle Kwan 
Coach of the Year: Mike Shanahan, Denver Broncos 
SportsPerson of the Year: Tiger Woods 
Sport caster of the Year: Stuart Scott, ESP 
Disappointment of the Year: Washington Wizards, NBA 
Thug of the Year: Latrell Sprewell, NO TEAM 
Biggest Surprise of the Year: The Denver Broncos beating the Green Bay Packers in the Super 
Bowl. 
Stupidest Person of the Year: Drew Bledsoe New England Patriots 
Biggest Jerk: Wayne Huzeniga, Owner of the Florida Marlins 
Trade of the Year: Vin Baker, Shawn Kemp, and Terrell Brandon 
Game of the Year: Super Bowl XXXII 
Washup of the Year: Emmitt Smith, Dallas Cowboys 
Worst Sportscaster of the Year: Any boring CBS person 
PuffDaddy wearing himselftoo 
thin to be a football agent 
and maybe he will stick with theSooner or later it was bound to I have no doubt that he can 
happen. Sean "Puffy" Combs is make music. My doubts is ifhe agent thing. But the chances of 
now a sports agent. Puffy was can make music, be on tour, that happening are about as good 
just certified by the NFL to be a produce albums, run Bad Boy as Combs doing a remix of New 
sports agent. Whether it is a Entertainment (he's president), Kids on the Block. 
good thing or bad thing is yet to appear in countless videos, and I worry for Woodson. He has 
be tablishe, but Ie m throw still ha e time to worry about the potential for an enormous 
my two cents into the ring. Woodson. With such a heavy amount o f money on and off the 
Combs, although it is not workload Woodson might be le ft field . Th endorsements he 
offic ial yet, will be the agent for out in the c Id. could ring up could be big. But 
if Puffy doesn't know how toHeismen Trophy winner Charles A few years ago, Spike Lee 
handle himsel f in negotiatingWoodson. Puffy will be teaming decided that he wanted to 
up with Johnnie Cochran as well. become an agent. Wh ile he was Woodson maybe left dry. 
That right there should tell uccessfu l at it for a time he Assume that Woodson is in ta lks 
anyone that this is not going to soon became bored and walked with Nike for a shoe deal. If 
work out for the good of the away from his clients . Will that Puffy cannot pull off the dea l 
game. But what I am more happen to Woodson if Combs because of his lack of experi­
concerned about is what Puffy gets bored? Who knows? ence, Woodson may be out 
will do. Maybe Combs won 't get bored millions of dollars. 
Top Ten Favorite Sports 

aments of the Year 

10. Mark ' Meara sinking a birdie put to win the Masters. 
oy and Chris Osgood fighting in the D troit­
Colorado game. 
8. The Denver Broncos beating t e New Patriots 34-13 on 
Monday N ight Football in front of a national TV audience. 
7. Laugh ing at every Patr·ot fan on campus. 
6. New England losing to Pittsburgh in the playoffs. 
5. 	Game Seven of the World Series. 
4. Wayne Gretzky skating circles around Mark Messier 
when New York and Vancouver played. 
3.The Denver Nuggets winning ten games. 
2. The NCAA tournament with all those close games. 
1. The Denver Broncos winning Super Bowl XXXII. 
•• •••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • •••••••••••• ••••••••• • ••• •• •• • • •• • • • • • 
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;0Stephan"e Zanfagna pOtchOng for excellence 

Senior Captain such a great start in the field, it is good that we have you learned? think football will bring school 
Women's Sortball sport? Florida memories to look back At first, it was hard to believe spirit in general and let other 
Hometown: North Great coaChing. My sister was on and laugh. that I was involved with all of schools see what a growing 

Providence, Rhode 
 a pitcher as well. so she taught What is the captain's council these important people who are athletic department we have. 
Island me basically everything that she that you and Luke head? How making millions of dollars, but How difficult have you found 
High school: North knows. My high school coach important is it to Bryant then I learned that everyone is the balance between playing
Providence High was very demanding and pushed athletics? human. a varsity sport and being a 
School me to be the best I could be. The captain ts council is made What are your plans for after typical college student? 

Yea rs played As a pitcher you control much up of all the captains from each graduation? Will softball be Being involved in a varsity 

so nba II: 14 
 of the game. Do you feel a lot tearn. It basically brings the a part of your future? sport has made me the person I 

Position: pitcher of pressure, especially since leaders together to learn what After graduation the Patriots am today. 1 was fortUnate 

you pitch for so many in­ the teams are doing. We did a have asked me to stay on in their enough to attend a great business 
by Gayle Zahnke nings? (Steph pitched a team­ community service project this marketing department. I will be school and still manage to playa 
Sports Editor high 67.1 innings last year and year that really brought the dealing with sponsorships and sport that J love. There is a huge 
posted a 3-6 mark with a 5.51 teams together. The captain's promotions. I plan to play in a commitmen to any varsity 
How is tl1e team pulling earned-run average on the council is very important to summer softball league and also sport, but the benefits you get 
together this season compared mound.) Bryant athletics because it for the Patriots softball team. out of it impact every aspect 
to last year? Pitching is very demanding and groups together the leaders from I know many softball teams of your life . 
We played great in Florida and can be stressful at times. every sport and concentrates on have run cheers, traditions, How has Bryant athletics 
posted one of the best records However, when I tum around improving athletics as a whole. and/or superstitions. Does in fl uenced your four years or 
ever. However, we are off to a between pitches and see and hear This swnmer you interned with Bryant softball do anything college? 
slow start this season, but we my teammates cheering behind the Patriots. What kind of things unique on or off the field? Softball has been a big part of 
have the majority of our confer­ me it gives me a lot of support. did you do? Was it a great We do have traditions and a lot my career at Bryan[ because of 
ence games left. This year's It is nice to know that your team experience? of players have their own the great friends I have made 
team is a very upbeat group, so I is behind you no matter if you I interned with the public personal superstitions. As far as because of it. Some of my 
know we aren't throwing in the give up a homerun or strike out relations department and dealt a cheers, we are not as good as closest friends are on the team 
towel yet. the number four batter. lot with media. I transcribed Merrimack, but we are getting and Coach Reali has been a 
Wha t a re the team's goals for How important are the games press conferences and set up there. pleasure to play for. The 
the season? Your own? you play over Spring Break? player interviews. It was a great Where do you see 8ryant athletic staff's guidance and 
Our tearn's goal is to beat last On our southern trip to Florida experience that has led me to softball in the next few years? support is very encouraging 
year's record and make the NE- the team really gets to know continue with them in the future . Do you think it will get more and reassuring at times. When 
10 tournament. My own goal is each other and it is especially My involvement with athletics attention because of the I look back at my four years at 
the same thing. to make the important for the freshmen. made me realize my strong football team? Bryant, I'm happy to say that I 
touma en. Once we get back we try to have interest in sports marketing. The team is very young and has played for such an exciting 
In high school you were a team dinners in the middle of Did you enjoy the exposure to a lot of talent. J think that the program that has given me a lot 
three-time all-state selection our crazy schedule. Although it professional sports? What next few years we will be of pride. 
for so ft ball. How did you get is hard [0 gel ether off the was the most important thing competitive in the conference. 
NFL Draft rumors you may not have heard about 
The New England Patriots, in a move to annoy Bill Parcells trades one 
slot ahead of the Jets in every round. The Pats then take the entire 
alloted time to make their selection. 
Randy Moss is actually related to Latrell SprewelI. 
The two will be sharing the same lawyer. 
Curtis Enjs has bust written all over his face. 
The Indianapolis Colts, in a move relninding many people of the John 
Elway trade, send Peyton Manning to the Broncos for a Coke. 
Charles Woodson and Puff Daddy will provide the commentary for 
ESPN. 
Mel Kiper Jr. will be fired for missing on every selection. 
Someone from Bryant College will be going in the first round to the 
Patriots because the Pats are dumb. 
Checkout the Archway at 

www.bryant.edu/""archway or the latest dumb 

thing that the New England Patriots have done. 
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i 1 It is getting to the point in the semester where I am beginning to think that a movie review might not be 
c " • c e 
by Cheryl Asprelli 
•••• out of five 
by Le 1ien 
Associate Editor 
"Lost In Space", the much 
awaited action epic, charts its 
course 
into the 
theater to see about this weekend's releases. (I've included phone numbers) unknown spiders) 
universe as they 
Apple Valley (a deal at $2.50)with a try to 
233-0600smashing find their 
perfor. way 
Anastasia Amistadmance in home . 
Dark City Tomorrow Never Dies the movie However, 
Boogie Nighrs Wag The Dogtheatres. gening 
Mouse Hunt Spice WorldThe home is 
The Full Monty Hard Rain movie, never that 
which is easY,and 
based the 
Showcase Warwick ($7.50)from the Robinson 
885-16211960's family 
television will have 
Lost in Space My Giantseries. to band 
has state· 
of-the-art 
special effects, a good movie 
line, and a whole lot of action. 
Granted that "Lost In Space" is 
not your Oscar contending film 
for 1999 the movie did make a 
good impression on the audi­
ence. The movie uses its special 
effects to give the audience a 
thrill, which is perfectly fme for 
this type of film . The acting was 
average enough, although Gary 
Oldman's Dr. Smith character 
did give some life to the film. 
" Lost In Space" stars "Friends" 
sitcom Matt LeBlanc a Major 
Don West, who added a little 
humor to (he film. The rest of 
the cast played important roles, 
but no one clearly stood out. 
The story behind the film 
takes place in the year 2058 with 
Earth slowly icing due to the 
massive popUlation of the 20th 
and early 21 st centuries. Piloted 
by Major West, the Robinson 
family takes off in their ship he 
"Jup iter 2" to the only other 
habitable planet in the galaxy, 
Alpha Prime. En route, their ship 
Weekend Summary: LOS 
ANGELES (AP) - A lovesick 
angel marooned "Lost in Space" 
in second place at the box office 
and sent " Titanic" plunging 
another notch on the chart 
according to industry figures 
Monday. 
" City of Angels" debuted with 
$15. 4 million in ticket sales to 
top the Easter holiday box 
office. The remake of Wim 
Wenders' .. Wings of Desire" 
stars 
Nicolas Cage as an angel who 
must choose between inunortal­
ity and his love for a heart 
surgeon playeci by Meg Ryan. 
,. Lost in Space," a souped-up 
worth my time. With the gorgous weather we've been having who wants to sit inside for two hours? The 
warm weather has made me remember what it is that I love about College. It reminds me why it's so cool is sabotaged by the villainous Dr. 
to live in a townhouse. I skipped out on my movie to read a book on my front patio, talk with mySmith, who is intent on spoiling 
neighbors, pet passing dogs and watch a hideously unorganized and rather dangerous game of softball.their plans of reaching and 
The wonderful thing about college for me has always been the experience of having your very best colonizing Alpha Prime. \Vhen 
friends be your house mates and neighbors. As I look toward )ife after graduation I begin to realize how the Robinson family and "Jupiter . 
unique an experience it is to live among your best friends and t know it will never be like this again. So2" strays off-course, they are 
let's enjoy it!faced with unimaginable dangers 
Ifwe catch a crappy day this week and you decide to see a movie here's what's playing as ofTues. April (such as 
14th. Most movies should remain the same over the weekend but there will be a few changes so call the space 
together 
use their 
Wlique individual skills in order 
to survive. 
The film does have its weak 
points in that the middle of the 
movie did become boring. After 
the space spiders. the Robinson 
family deals with their own 
famity problems, such as John 
Robinson's (the father) in ability 
to listen to his son, Will. 
However, the fact that John did 
not listen comes back into play 
later on in the movie when he 
and his son are faced with a 
part icular ituation. Will, not 
having a true father, becomes 
di si llusioned into believing that 
Dr. Smith could sub and be his 
father. After designing a time 
machine to save his family, Will 
is faced wit h a decision about his 
father ends up making the right 
choice and ave the Robinson 
family. The film did end with a 
message to all father : "Listen to 
what your sons have to same 
even if their son speaks about 
"flights of fancy." 
o ies fort e Easte 

movie version of the campy 60s 
TV show, fell to No.2 at the 
North American box office with 
a S1 3.4 million gross. The fi lm 
about a family -- you got it -­
lost in space had seemed a 
danger to 
" Titanic" a week earlier when 
its premiere dislodged the 
disaster epic after 15 weeks at 
No. I . But the Leonardo 
DiCaprio- ate Winslet romance 
with the unhappy ending (the 
ship sinks) still captivated 
vi wers. It earned $8.6 million 
[0 place No. but its audi ence 
was off only 26 percent. That's 
considered goo for films 
head ing into their second 
Mercury Rising 
As Good As it Gets 
TItanic 
Wild Things 
Good Will Hunting 
City ofAngels (I've heard good things) 
North Anleborough Theaters ($7.50) 
508·643-3900 
My Giant 
Titanic 
Greece 
Mercury Rising 
Species II 
Lost In Space 
weekend. "Titanic" is 17 weeks 
old. 
Four other new fi lms also made 
the top 10. 
,. Species 2" was fourth wi th 
$7.3 million, followed by " The 
PlayeTS Club" with $5.9 million. 
"Neil Simon4s Odd Couple II" 
was at No.1 with $4.8 mill ion, 
ahead of "My Giant," which 
grossed 3.1 million. 
"Grease" sJipp d. The re-issue 
of the 1 970s John Travolta~ 
Olivia Newton·John musical 
made $2.5 million for ninth 
place but its take was off S4 
percent in its third week. 
Odd Couple II 
Barney's Great Adventure (I know you're dying to see this!) 
Primary Colors 
Species II 
Greece 
Odd Couple II 
The Avenger 
Barney's Great Adventure 
Good Wi II Hunting 
WitdThings 
As Good as it Gets 
e d 

1_ City of Angels 
2. Lost in Space 
3. Titanic 
4. Species II 
5. The Players Club 
6. Mercury Ris ing 
7. Odd Couple II 
8. My Giant 
9. Grease 
10. Primary Colors 
